
Figure in the Environment
In class and at home we have been working on our figure drawing. 
Now it is time to incorporate what we have learnt into a finnished 
piece. For this project you will choose one of the figures you have 
sketched to include in an envoronment of your choosing. The en-
vironment and the way you incorporate the figure will change the 
entire feeling and story of your piece.

For Homework choose one pose and make three detailed sketches 
of the same figure in three different environments and compositions. 
One of these sketches will be developed into The environment can 
be realistic or make believe. How much room does your figure take 
up? is he/she centered or off center? What is he or she doing?

You can use photographs or other reference for your environment. If 
you need to you can also take a pictture of someone in one of those 
same poses to draw from. 

***Bring in any reference material you need to class tomorrow as I 
am going to give you the double period to get started.  sketch by Michelangelo

Due: Thursday Oct 29. I will be collecting both this assignment and your artist research
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